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Photo credits: in this issue the photos in each article are copyright of the author
of the article, except where stated otherwise.

Rev. Arthur Miles-Moss
Request for information by Philip Howse

ArthurMiles-Moss was born inWindermere in 1872 and died in Seaford, Sussex in
1945. He studied at Trinity College, Cambridge. He was ordained deacon in the
Church of England in 1895 and then became a priest the following year. In 1897 he
travelled to South America and from 1907 to 1911 he lived in Peru before moving
to Pará in Brazil, 100miles south of themouth of the river Amazonwhere he stayed
until 1945. In 1912 he built the Pará Anglican Church, where he was chaplain for
over 30 years. His parish covered the whole of the Brazilian Amazon and he was
known as the vicar of the largest parish in the world.
In his spare timehebegan a detailed study of the insects of the region and amassed

a large collection of butterflies and
moths. He also reared and made
detailed drawings of the caterpillars
and pupae. An accomplished artist,
he also painted many landscapes
and seascapes, some of which he
exhibited at the Royal Academy,
London. He published important
works on butterflies and moths; his
collection of British species is now
housed in Kendal Museum, and the

Amazonian species in the Natural History museum in London.
PhilipHowse, himself a distinguishedauthor on Lepidoptera, iswritingMiles-Moss'
biography. Miles-Mosswas at some time president of the Lancashire and Cheshire
Entomological Society, so Philip has written asking for a request to bemade to our
members for any information or documentation that youmight have that relate to
the man. He wrote....
"I would be particularly interested to hear from anyone who may remember
himor talesorhis exploits, or knowthewhereaboutsof anyofhiswatercolours
or butterfly collections. I have found that aMr HB Prince of the LCES exhibited
watercolour illustrations and specimens of Sphingidae from Brazil in 1917."

If you can help, please contact Philip Howse direct via e-mail at
philipehowse@gmail.com.

Larva of the moth Leucanella nyctimene by Miles-Moss,
with permission of the Natural History Museum.
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COVER IMAGE Essex Skipper (Thymelicus lineola)
This species has not been formally recorded yet in Cheshire, though it is just a
matter of time before that happens. This image is shown because it highlights
the feature that distinguishes it from the virtually identical Small Skipper,which
is widely distributed in our county. The tips of the antennae are black, whilst
thoseof theSmall Skipper arebrownaboveandorangebelow. This is abutterfly
that needs close inspection via close-focusing binoculars or a telephoto macro
lens. There is a prize for the first confirmed photo record for Cheshire.

Copy deadline for the Winter issue - November 30th 2017

Authorship and Copyright
Authors submitting manuscripts to The Cheshire & Peak Argus have the right to retain
copyrightontextandphotographsand,unless statedotherwise, it shouldbeassumedthat
they do so. All articles without a stated author are written by the Editor and all
photographs without stated attribution are property and copyright of the Editor (David
Tomlinson). Neither text nor illustrations may be reproduced without permission,
requests forwhich shouldbeaddressed to theEditor in the first instance,whowill thenask
permission of the copyright owner.
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If you have any questions about their roles, or feel youwould like to help the branch, please
contact any one of them.

Chairman & Conservation Officer (Stockport) Malcolm Plant
malcplant2009@hotmail.com 0161 483 3535

Branch Secretary Luciano Pinto
lpintocbc@gmail.com 07460 880186

Treasurer & Conservation Officer (Grants) Phil Kinder
p.kinder3@ntlworld.com 0161 430 5107

Surveys & Transects Co-ordinator Tim Ward
henbury@aol.com 01625 424797

Newsletter Editor David Tomlinson
david.tomlinson@manchester.ac.uk 01663 762596

WCBS Co-ordinator Alan Chadwick
chadwick306@btinternet.com 07920 878747

Publicity Officer Leanna Dixon
leannadixon@ymail.com

Membership Secretary and Conservation Officer Stephanie Leese
S.Leese@edu.salford.ac.uk

Conservation Officer (Vale Royal) and Education Officer Rupert Adams
rupertadams1@sky.com

Volunteer Coordinator Jessica (Jess) Britch
Jessellen1986@yahoo.co.uk 07854462882

Recorders
Cheshire Butterfly Recorder Rupert Adams
rupertadams1@sky.com 01606 47665

Derbyshire Butterfly Recorder Ken Orpe
ken@malaga.plus.com

Greater Manchester Butterfly Recorder Peter Hardy
pgll@btopenworld.com 28 Hyde Grove, Sale, M33 7TE. 0161 972 0725

Cheshire Macro-moth Recorder Steve Holmes
steve_marion@btopenworld.com 01928 723871
28 Deansfield Way, Elton, Chester, CH2 4PP

Cheshire Micro-moth Recorder Steve Hind
stevehind32@btinternet.com 01625 859504

Contact details for Committee Members and Recorders
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REMINDER

Photographic Competition Open to all Members of
Cheshire & Peak Branch of BC

Entries must be taken in 2017 in the UK; they must be of butterflies or moths
in colour or B &W; they must be submitted by e-mail to the newsletter editor
as a JPG file at 300 dpi resolution, byOctober 31st 2017 (note carefully these
details, they are not negotiable); include yourmembership numberwith your
entry submission. Entries are limited to three per member.

Judging will be by the Branch Committee, whose members or their relatives
may not enter. Thewinning entrywill appear on the front cover of the January
2018 newsletter; second and third entrieswill be on the back cover. First prize
- £25 book token.

Note: printing thewinners on the newsletter cover requires a level of quality
tomatch the standard of photo - you don'twant yourwinning picture to look
poorwhenprinted. That iswhyweask for 300dpi (72dpi looksOKon screen,
but poor when printed). Also, the newsletter is printed on A5 paper, so your
entry must be at least A5 (we can reduce it if it is larger). If your software
worksonlyondpi,andhasnofacility forsetting imagesize, thenan imagethat
is 1750 x 2500 pixels will be fine and we can work with either portrait or
landscapeorientation. Itmustbe JPG,becauseTIF files are too large toe-mail
easily.

The annual UK county recorders’
meeting took place in Birmingham once
again, this year as branch WCBS
champion I got chance to attend. This
year BC HQ had lined up another
excellent set of speakers. After a
welcoming opening speech from BC
ChairmanDrJimAsher,RichardFoxofBC
HQkicked thedayoffwith an interesting
up-date on the Butterflies for the New

Millennium: Recording Scheme. His
overview of the 2016 recording year
highlighted how difficult a year it had
been for butterflies and moths. Despite
the mild start to the year, questions
were soon have being asked as towhere
are the Whites? They did eventually
turn-up late in his own patch of East
Devon. The summer deemed slightly
warmer than average lead to an

UK Butterfly County Recorders’ Meeting
25th March 2017 at the Birmingham &Midland Institute
Report by Alan Chadwick (Branch WCBS Champion)
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improvement in numbers from mid-
August onwards and autumn revealed
good numbers of Red Admirals. One of
the few species to have a good year.
Richard revealed BC were now getting
more records than ever before so
making a good start to the next 5 year
data set. The 2015 total of recordings,
764,218, made for the second highest
total ever.Healso ran throughaseriesof
tables ranking species by count. Finally,
we got an up-date on the Lepi Dev
project, theGardenButterfly Surveyand
the Big Butterfly Count.

Following Richard was Professor Tom
Brereton also from BC, who gave us
news on The UK Butterfly Monitoring
Scheme. Some BC branches have made
significant increases in number of
transects and overall two thirds of
surveyed sites support priority species.
Overall, Hampshire branch leads the
way with 137 transects, East Midlands
105, and Surrey/South-west London 93.
Tom also announce a new contract was
in the pipeline for BC in respect of the
UKBMS.

Next up was an interesting talk from
John Tilt of the West Midlands branch
about using butterfly surveymonitoring
data to aid site management. John has
been surveying a noted Midlands site,
Grafton Wood, for sometime and it is a
key site for 28 species. It seems he and
his branch has a successful approach to
site management.

After John, we heard from Denise
McGowan of the Department of the
Environment, Jersey. Denise gave an
interesting talk on butterfly monitoring
on Jersey with 36 species having been
recorded, some being European species
rarely seen in the UK.

The final speaker before lunch was Dr
Marc Botham from the Centre for

Ecology and Hydrology regarding
butterfly trends for 2016 based on the
results from UKBMS. Last year, surveys
were undertaken at 1706 transects and
774 WCBS sites. Totalling 2507
recording sites. Sadly, 2016 turned out
to be the fourth worst year on record
since 1976. It also turned out to be
second worst for recording migrant
species. Overall,Marc explained it was a
good year for Duke of Burgundy and
Large Blue but for some species it was a
bad or worst ever year. In this category
are Grizzled Skipper, Lulworth Skipper,
Grayling, Wall, Heath Fritillary, Small
Pearl Fritillary, White Admiral and
White-letter Hairstreak. As mentioned
previously, it was only a good year for
Red Admiral.

Bravely taking on the first session after
lunch was Rhona Goddard also from BC.
Rhona gave us an illuminating talk on
oneofourrarespecies, theWoodWhite.
A recent target of a successful branch
visit to Bury Ditches, Shropshire. She
explained that BC had benefitted from
Heritage Lottery funding to support
conservation measures at four key
Marches sites, namely, Walcot forestry,
Purslow and Colstry Wood in south
Shropshire plus Mortimer Forest,
Herefordshire. To date BC has four key
recording transects within this area at
Wigmore Rolls, Bury Ditches and two at
Haugh Wood. Some of theses sites are
showing the species to be doing better
than average for the UK.

The session then moved away from
countryside to urban areas. Dr Emily
Dennis of University of Bristol spoke
about trends in urban butterfly
populations. Emily revealed some
interesting statistics, such as 81% of the
English population resides in urban
areas. For theotherUKcountries its 66%
in Wales, 81% Scotland and 64%
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Northern Ireland. We had an
explanation on abundance and
phenology for univoltine and bivoltine
species showing declines in abundance
to be much greater in urban areas.
Further monitoring and analysis is
required going forward to assess the
seriousness of the present situation.

Mid-afternoon we heard from Dr
George Tordoff who looks after BC
affairs in Wales. George spoke about
conservationofMarsh Fritillary inWales
and explained it was a declining species
in most European countries. BC has
identified128colonies inWaleswith just
10% of these being close to our branch
area in northWales. The best county for
populations is Carmarthenshire and a
few key transects surveyed annually to
assess populations. Last yearwas a poor
one for the species with larval web
numbers being down on previous years.

Followingon,OsgurMcDermott-Longof
UniversityofEastAnglia spokeabout the
impact of extreme climatic events on
butterfly populations in UK. Osgur has
made use of statistical analysis tools to
identify extremes over the past 37 years
over existing butterfly recording data.
He showed evidence of how extreme
weather has driven down some of the
decline inourbutterflypopulations.Also
at site level, evidence shows new
sensitivities such as the impact of heavy
rain on pupal life stage and warmer,

wetter winters have an impact too. A
sad and sobering lesson on how tough
life is for some of our insects.

The final speaker for the day being
Professor Dave Goulson of University of
Sussex. Many of you will already be
familiar with Dave’s published work on
bees. He gave us a brief summary of his
extensive researchwork into the effects
ofpesticidesonbeesandbutterflies.We
sadly learnt about the impact of agro-
businesses on our land causing
significant impact on size of rural bee
nests. We also learnt neonics
(neonicotinides) can nowbe detected in
nectar from wild flowers! This is chiefly
due to the run off from chemicals on
farm fields. Such usage strongly
correlateswith thedeathofaquatic,bird
and honeybee colonies. Similar impacts
also on wild bees and butterflies from
evidence found in UK and California.

This very successful and thoroughly
interesting meeting concluded with Dr
Jim Asher closing the event off with a
short Q&A session to finish off the day.
Having attended the event for the first
time, I certainly appreciate all the good
work that many individuals undertake
for BC and other esteemed
organisations in this country to ensure
we all learnmore about howdifficult life
is currently for our butterflies and other
insects as a result ofmans’ behaviour on
the environment.

Web contacts - latest count.....

Currently Cheshire & Peak BC Branch has 918 'likes' on
Facebook and 1098 followers on Twitter. We must be
doing something of interest? Find out!
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Welcome to newmembers!

ButterflyConservationCheshirewould like togiveawarmwelcometothe following
new members who have joined our branch since the last newsletter! We’ll look
forward tomeetingmanyof thesenew faces on our Field Trips and Branch Events
throughout the year!
Mrs C Needham - STOCKPORT
Miss K Leslie - DEESIDE
Ms M A Carding - NORTHWICH
Mrs M Pletschacher - STOCKPORT
Mrs J Pass - WARRINGTON
Mrs S Overstall - CREWE
Miss M Szpunar - RUNCORN
Mr A Caesar - MACCLESFIELD
Mr I Leigh - MIDDLEWICH
Mr MWhite - CHESTER
Mrs J Lee - STOCKPORT
Mr K & Mrs T Griffiths - KNUTSFORD
Mr N Kilburn - WIDNES
Mrs S & Mr P Gibbs & Family -
MACCLESFIELD
Mrs J & Mr N Morfitt & Family -
MIDDLEWICH
Mrs A & Mr C Payne & Family -
WINSFORD
Miss S Atherton - NORTHWICH
Mrs A & Mr J Lyons & Family -
CONGLETON
Miss K Lymer - WINSFORD
Miss N Allen & Mr R Elliott - ST.
HELENS
Mrs C & Mr P Venables & Family -
CHESTER
Miss D Ashly - ST. HELENS
Mrs Z & Mr L Sadaoui & Family -
FRODSHAM
Mr K & Mrs N Early & Family - ST.
HELENS
Mrs H Hughes & Mrs W Julian & Family
- LYMM
Mrs N Ennis - RUNCORN
Miss N Angus - CONGLETON

Miss R Baldwin - DEESIDE
Miss L Yates - STOCKPORT
Mrs M &Mr L Howarth & Family -
STOCKPORT
Mrs S Cope - STOCKPORT
Dr M Geary - CHESTER
Mr N Rowles - NANTWICH
Mr P Quigley - RUNCORN
Miss H Ainsworth - WARRINGTON
Mr P Leeming - FRODSHAM
Mrs H Hulse - FRODSHAM
Mr D Fray - CONGLETON
Mrs K & Mr C Crutchley & Family -
CREWE
Mrs A & Mr D Tymms & Family -
KNUTSFORD
Mrs S & Mr S Neild & Family -
CONGLETON
Miss N Verheyden - FRODSHAM
Miss M Toplass - DUKINFIELD
Mrs C Nurse - ST. HELENS
Miss S Cummins - MACCLESFIELD
Mr J C A Cox - NESTON
Mr A & Mrs S Kemp - WIRRAL
Mrs F Badcock - MACCLESFIELD
Mr R Coulson - CONGLETON
Mrs A & Mr M Birch - WIDNES
Mrs J Higgins - WARRINGTON
Mr D George - FRODSHAM
Mr A & Mrs C McCallum - NORTHWICH
Mr P Mckeon - WIRRAL
Dr T Tyler - CONGLETON
Mr K Paton - LYMM
Mr C Driver & Ms A Coombs -
NANTWICH
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Weneed volunteers to participate in butterfly surveys throughout Cheshire. There
are two schemes that operate each year and we need to recruit people for 2018.
The simpler scheme is the Wider Countryside Butterfly Survey (WCBS), which
operates on 1 km squares selected at random by Butterfly Conservation. This
requires the surveyor to walk two paths up and then down the square on each of
two visits timed between May and August. You choose the exact date, with
reference to your commitments and the weather. That's it. Just 4 km of walking.
Oh, and you need to count the butterflies that you see. More details are here
http://butterfly-conservation.org/113/wider-countryside-butterfly-survey.html.
Alan Chadwick (see Contacts on page 4) is in charge of this scheme for our branch
and hewill answer any questions youmight have and discuss the available squares
in Cheshire; there should be one not too far from your home.

The second scheme is theUKButterflyMonitoring Scheme (UKBMS). Thisworks on
transects - a pre-planned walk through an area comprising important butterfly
habitats. The transectwill be1 to1.5kmlong,divided intosections formoreprecise
reporting of the butterflies encountered. Again, full details are available on line -
http://www.ukbms.org andwe have a Branch Committeemember, TimWard (see
page4),whoadministers thescheme inCheshire. Hewill answeranyquestions that
you might have. The UKBMS requires that the transect be walked each week
betweenApril and September, so Timorganises teams for each transect so that the
loadperperson ismanageable. Within thetransect team, individuals 'propandcop'
to cover for holidays and unforeseen commitments. It works well and you will get
a real sense of achievement. Tim will run training days in 2018 before the scheme
starts and the dates and venues for thesewill be announced in the next newsletter.

If you feel that you lack thenecessaryexperienceor identification skills, don'tworry
- we will help. There are few identification problems in Cheshire and we've been
impressed by the effective way new volunteers have taken to the task. We've also
been impressed by howmuch they have enjoyed the process; in fact transects can
becomeaddictive - askTim. Expressionsof interest toAlanor Timwill bewelcomed
at this stage and there will be more information in the next newsletter.

Do you want to do some
butterfly surveying?
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White-letter Hairstreak at Brockholes
Nature Reserve, Lancashire

Stephanie Lees

White-letter Hairstreak is a butterfly that despite being readily recorded in both
Hartford and Leftwich, I hadn’t as of yet managed to catch up with. Often residing
high up in the treetop canopy where they can be seen tumbling through the sky, I
decided to seek out this often elusive butterfly at Brockholes Nature Reserve in
Lancashire. Here the colony can be found on a large bramble bush next to the path,
where individuals can give great low down views as they nectar on the flowers.
Arriving at Brockholes just after lunch, we headed straight for the bramble bush in
question at the entrance to Boilton Woods and immediately discovered that this
small patch of vegetation was a small haven for butterflies - Meadow Browns,
Gatekeepers and Ringletswere all in abundancewhilst several showyCommas and
Red Admirals settled on the flowers to feed.
With no sign of anyWhite-letter Hairstreaks fluttering around either the top of the
solitary Elm tree or the brambles below,wedecided to stick it out andwait until we
spotted one (whilst getting absolutely bitten alive by the Horse Flies – not putting
on insect repellent was a huge mistake!)
Luckily another enthusiast also on a mission to find the Hairstreaks arrived, and
after phoning his local contactweheard they hadbeen favouring a patch of thistles
just a few feet further down the slope. Staking this area out, sure enough within a
few minutes our companion had spotted one, happily nectaring on the purple

flowers.
Getting closer to admire this stunning
butterfly in more detail (and getting
severely nettled in the process!) we
could clearly see thediagnostic orange
band on the underwings and the
delicatelymarkedwhite ‘W’alongside.
Unlike the Black Hairstreak, there
were no black spots running along the
edge of the wing – the key point in
separating these two similar
butterflies. After awhile, the butterfly
fluttered off in to the air, and within

seconds had completely vanished, making it impossible to track its whereabouts.
Throughout the afternoon, several more individuals were spotted on the large
bramble bush, with another perched out of reach on a nearby tree, only visible
through binoculars. With the thistles offering the best vantage point for
photography, I decided to stake it out here for the rest of the afternoon. Sure
enough,another (possibly thesame) individual landed in thethistles,againallowing
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a fantastically close approach.
In addition to the abundance of butterflies, several dragonflies patrolled the area,
with Southern Hawkers and Common Darters flying around the small patch of
brambles, as well as a fantastic
EmperorDragonflywespotted resting
on a perch in the middle of the bush.
AsElmis thesole food-plant forWhite-
letter Hairstreaks, there were fears
this secretive species may have
become extinct in Britain due to the
catastrophic effect of Dutch Elm
disease in the 1970’s and early 1980’s.
Thankfully surviving colonies were
sought out to gain a greater
understanding of their distribution,
and several new colonies were
discovered in theprocess.With aneffort to finddisease resistant Elms that are able
to support the Hairstreak caterpillars, there is considerable hope for the future.
Luckily,WychElm(theHairstreaks favouredspecies) seems tobe themost resistant
to the disease.
Colonies can also be extremely small, sometimes consisting of just a few dozen
individuals,andmayevenbecontainedon just theonetree(oftenontheouteredge
of awood) like the population at Brockholes. WithWhite-letter Hairstreaks resting
in the tops of the trees during the day, earlymorning and late afternoon is the best
time to these dainty butterflies as they come down to the ground to feed on their
favoured thistles and brambles.
A fantastic butterfly to finally see and onewhichmeans I have now seen all species
of Hairstreak in the UK!

Southern Hawker

Editor's comment: Acrophobic hairstreaks?
The arboreal hairstreaks are notoriously difficult to photograph. Purple, White-letter and
Black Hairstreaks often remain in their treetops, where they can feed on honeydew and
conductall otheraspectsof their livesoutof reachof thecamera. But this year seems tohave
been different. I have heard several reports of them coming down to nectar on low level
plants to an unprecedented degree. Some colonies of White-letter Hairstreaks are more
inclined than others to come down, as Steph’s article describes for Brockholes. I have had
similar experiences with the colony in Hollingbury Park, Brighton, but this year I found six
different individuals feeding atmore or less the same timeon creeping thistle below the elm
trees. Even more dramatic were Purple Hairstreaks at Prees Heath (Shropshire), with 10
different individuals low down on oaks or brambles late in the afternoon of 13th July. My
suspicion is that theweatherhasreducedtheavailabilityofhoneydewhigherup;perhapsthe
rain has washed it or the aphids away from exposed leaves. Could there have been a bonus
from all this rain?
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Reports on 2017 Events

Bickerton Hill, 14th May Rupert Adams
Sixteen branch members visited Bickerton Hill, part of the Southern end of the Mid

Cheshire Ridge, with underlying red sandstone
and an area of lowland heath that is being
managed and extended by the National Trust.
Wediscussed the habitat restorationwork and
then searched for our target species. We soon
found freshly emerged Small Copper among
theextensiveareasof SheepSorrel, but initially
Green Hairstreak proved difficult, with only
one worn individual being seen well down in
the abundant areas of Bilberry. One of the
party who walks the area suggested that we
search the ring ditches around the hill fort
remains, as this was an area where he'd had

regular sightings. The warmth within the sheltered ditches was soon apparent and
numerous green hairstreak were observed. Our
final target species was Emperor Moth. This
impressive day flying moth can be frustratingly
difficult to see, but by using a pheromone lure I
hopedtoattract someandconfirmtheir statusat
Bickerton. I'd had good numbers a few weeks
before in North Wales, and several visits to the
lure, by possibly the same individual, in
extremely windy conditions at Cut Thorn Hill,
above Macclesfield Forest in the company of
David Tomlinson. Unfortunately, we didn't find
any at Bickerton, probably becausewewere just
too late in an early flight season. One likely
outcomeof thevisit is theestablishmentofanew
transect throughwhichwe'll be able to gather evidence about the impact of the habitat
management work.

Bury Ditches (Shropshire), June 4th Rupert Adams
Agroupof8, includingbranchmembers and some individualswhohadpickedupdetails
from the internet, gathered at Bury Ditches. This increased to 10 later in the morning.
All hoped to seeWoodWhiteat its closestbreeding site toCheshire.Wedecided towalk
the routeof theofficial transect as thatwould takeus throughall of the areaswhere the
butterfly might be seen. Many in the party were concerned that a lack of sunshine and

Small Copper

Common Heath Moth
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heavy clouds were not conducive to
good butterfly hunting, but I urged
them to remain optimistic. Even
before we left the car park we'd seen
Wall and Red Admiral and soon
Painted Lady was added to the list as
we started our walk, but there were
no Wood White flying. However, a
search amongst the pathway vetches
soon began to reveal roosting Wood
White, and along with Common Blue
and Large Skipper the opportunities

for close photography were excellent. For several attendees this was their first
encounterwith the target speciesandasglimpsesof sunwarmedtheair a few individual
butterflies began to fly. At least 13 individual Wood White were seen making the visit
a clear success. An additional treat was singing Yellowhammer, now a rare bird in
Cheshire.

Members’ Day, 25th June
The AGM and Members’ Day were held once more at the Lion Saltworks. This year’s
theme was moths and the day began with an examination of the contents of Rupert
Adams’ moth trap, which he ran at the Saltworks over the previous night. There was a
good catch and several members saw moth species that were new to them. Back
indoorswe listened to a talk on climate change and butterflies followed by an excellent
presentation from Zoë Randle. This was principally to explain the origins and
progression of the new national Moth Atlas. The AGM was uneventful and all serving
Committee members were re-elected unopposed. Some of us took a short walk to a
nearby birch copse, where Rupert Adams whipped out his pheromone lure for Six-
belted Clearwing and amale moth duly arrived within seconds. The other magnificent
spectacle were the live Death’s Head Hawkmoths bred by Malcolm Plant and brought
in for us to see. As usual it was an excellent day and absentees know not what they
missed.

Coombs Dale (Derbyshire), July 2nd David Tomlinson
I invited trainee transect walkers from Lyme Park on this field trip, to get some
identificationpractice. Good job,becausenobranchmembersshowedup. Theweather
was perfect, Dark Green Fritillaries were numerous, along with Meadow Browns,
Ringlets, Large Skippers, Common Blues and the odd Gatekeeper. We were perhaps a
fewdays tooearly forBrownArgus. To compensate,wecalledat LongstoneEdgeon the
way back and found several fresh Brown Argus, more of the above species and some
freshly emergedNarrow-bordered Five Spot Burnetmoths. A good field trip, though in
light of the attendance, not to be repeated.

Wood White
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When I retired in 2015, a friend who
knew of my interest in nature and the
outdoors suggested that I join Butterfly
Conservation. As a child growing up in
theHampshire countryside, I had always
had a love of butterflies and moths.
Retirement was an ideal opportunity to
reconnect with this interest. InMay last
year I attended the butterfly monitoring
course, run by Tim Ward at Tegg’s Nose
Country Park. It was a fascinating walk
around the Tegg’s Nose transect and, as
well as learning about the technicalities
ofmonitoring, I was struck by how little I
knewabout specifichabitats, foodplants
and the seasonality of the different
butterfly life cycles. As a scientist by
training I was keen to get studying and
learn more and to get down to a greater
level of observation.

My first opportunity arrived a few days
later in thegarden. Mywifewasabout to
pull up a very large jack-by-the hedge
(i.e. a weed) and realising it was one of
themain food plants for the orange tip, I
suggestedwecheck it foreggs. Wedidn’t
find any but we did find one tiny
caterpillar which, after looking at
pictures on the UK Butterflies website, I
identified as an orange tip in the first
instar. From this point on the jack-by-
the-hedge assumed ‘protected’ status in
the garden.

The larva grew very quickly and it fed
solely on the seed heads. However, I
noticed more caterpillars on another

stem of the plant. These caterpillars
were feeding on the leaves though and
hadanoticeablydifferent colorationand
shape from that of the orange tip. A
quick check on the website led me to
believe that the larvaewere fromawhite
(green veined or small). The larvae of
both butterfly species pupated at about
the same time. Whenwe returned from
aweek’s holiday in June2016we founda

beautiful, well camouflaged, bright
green orange tip chrysalis about a foot
below the seed heads that it had been
feeding on.

On closer inspection we found a very
different-shaped chrysalis near the base

Gardening and butterflying in a Warrington
urban garden

Dr Patrick Thurston
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of one of the stems. Within about ten
days or so the chrysalis of the white had
significantly changed and the wing
colourandbodywerevisible through the
wall. Later that morning we saw the
newly emerged adult (see the sequence
of three pictures below).

Our's is a medium-sized urban garden,
bounded by hedge borders with several
flower beds and a pond with a bog area
beside it. It contains many semi-wild
plants, including various loosestrifes,
andPolygonumspp.andwealsodecided
to let the nettles grow in the middle of
this area. Once thenettleswereat about
two to three feet high in early June 2016,
we noticed a group of very small
tortoiseshell caterpillars in a web at the
top of one of the plants. These matured

and dispersed and we were able to see
them finding pupation sites around the
window of the garage adjacent to the
nettle patch.

After looking up the expected duration
of the pupal stage I planned to observe
the emergence of the adults. To my
disappointment none of the pupa being
monitored developed any further. I did
however discover two adult
tortoiseshells trapped in my garage at
that time. Weeks later we noticed a
small hole in the side of the chrysalis. It
looked very much like most my
tortoiseshell population had fallen
victim to the parasitic fly Sturmia bella.

Meanwhile the jack-by-the-hedge plant
wasdyingand starting to turnbrownand
woody and the orange tip chrysalis
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changedcolour tomatch it. Eventually in
the autumn, the plant was in danger of
falling over and so I housed it in the
greenhouse over the winter. I took my

parental responsibilities seriously and
sprayed the chrysalis with water every
time it rained in order to mimic external
conditions. In the February this year I
planted the dead plant in a pot and

placed it outside in a sheltered area and
we continued to wait and hope that an
adult would emerge. By this time the
orange tip was becoming quite well
known amongst family and friends who
kept asking for an update. (My eldest
daughter who was travelling in China
even 'Whatsapped' me for a progress
report). A short birthday trip abroad in
the firstweek of Aprilmeant that Iwas in
danger of missing the emergence and I
asked a rather bemused neighbour to
carry out a chrysalis watch and report
back. Howeverwewere luckynot tomiss
anything critical and on April 9 we could
see that the wing colour was very visible
through the chrysalis wall. Finally our
patiencewas rewardedonApril 11, 2017
and we were lucky to be there when a
female adult emerged. She stayed for
about an hour drying herwings and then
flew off.

After such a surprising and interesting
2016/17, I’mnot surewhat toexpect this
year. On reflection we were very
fortuitous that one self-set wild plant
supported two very different life cycles.
It is unlikely I would have noticed these
events had I not had my interest in
butterflies awakened.

I am looking at how we can introduce
perhaps one or twomore food plants for
butterflies we have regularly seen in the
garden. Inspired by Tim, I now have a
transect in Warrington and I’m looking
forward to examining the plant life in
much more detail to see if I can observe
the life cycles as well carrying out the
butterfly counts.
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Reintroduction of butterflies at sites of
extinction

The decline in our butterfly and moth numbers is due to a combination of habitat
loss/degradationandclimate change,with agrochemicals as apossible third factor.
Attempts to redress the depreciation in habitats are being made up and down the
country, but the spontaneous return of butterflies to mended habitats is never
guaranteed. If the habitat has been properly improved, then reintroduction from
captive or transplanted stock becomes a viable option.

Until the successful reintroduction of the Large Blue in Somerset in themid-1990s,
historical reintroductions have failed. Sporadic attempts with Large Copper, Bath
White and Black-veined White ignored the need for proper habitat restoration.
With the Large Blue, the need to establish appropriate ant populations as well as
getting the right vegetation on warm south-facing slopes, made the process
extremely complex and the success is a tribute to the expertise and dedication of
Jeremy Thomas, Dave Simcox and their collaborators. That success has been
nothing short of fantastic, with the butterfly going from extinct to 10,000
individuals in just two colonies in 2016 (roughly 60% of the UK population).

Given this remarkable success with a seriously fussy insect, several groups have
decided that reintroduction is feasible with other species. Clearly, they are right,
witha fewprovisos. Thesecret ispreparationandunderstanding. Weneedtoknow
why the butterfly became extinct at the prospective site in the first place. It wasn’t
an accident and the reasons must be identified and rectified, otherwise
reintroduction makes no sense. Furthermore, with each attempt, whether it fails
or succeeds, we learn a bit more about how to do it, so documentation is critical.
The failures possibly teach more than the successes.

So it comes as no surprise that Butterfly Conservationwants to be involved. This is
not a proprietorial attitude: it comes from two obvious facts. They can gather
together the best group of expert advisors – if they are not BC people, they are
known toBCpeople – and they are in thebest position to refine the knowledge that
comes from success or failure and make it available for new attempts. Hence, the
dedicated amateur, heading into the woods with a bag of sandwiches and a box of
pupae, may succeed, but he won’t teach others. That is why such efforts are ill-
advised.

BChaspublishedapolicyon reintroductions. It is too longadocument to reproduce
here, but it can be read on the internet (http://butterfly-conservation.org/
files/3.bc-code-on-introductions-and-re-introductions-2010.pdf). This document
is essential reading for any reintroduction planning and it forms an open invitation
to consult with BC at the planning stage in any such projects. Having made these
cautionary points, let’s be optimistic and review the current and potentially
successful attempts at reintroduction.
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Marsh Fritillary
Theold county of Cumberland once hosted over 200 colonies ofMarsh Fritillary; by
2000 there were only three in Cumbria and in 2004 extinction loomed. A Cumbria
MF Action Group started in the early 1990s to try to reverse the decline, without

much success, by their ownadmission.
This is a species given to large swings in
populations. Its larvae feed out in the
open in webbed colonies and are
susceptible insect predators and
inclement weather. Their remaining
strongholds, if that is not too
optimistic a word, are in the west and
in Ireland, in areas where the weather
can be extreme. So, for any given ex-
habitat, it isnoteasy tounderstandthe
factors that drove extinction. These

early attempts to understand the decline weremade by experienced people from
Butterfly Conservation, Natural England and DEFRA. Thus their approach was
informed, ethical and careful. In spite of this, it took years to determine the causes
of theMarsh Fritillary decline. Ultimately, it becameclear that the single remaining
Cumbria colony had become too inbred and introduction of new genetic material
was needed to produce successful breeding. The remedy for this requires
introduction of adult butterflies from a more distant colony and the Cumbrian
groupdecided that thiswasbestdone in captivity, rather than fighting theweather,
predatorywasps and other uncontrollable factors. In parallel, they learned several
useful lessons about habitat management, in particular removal of shade from
birch trees in spring, when the caterpillars need warmth to boost development.

So, stock fromArgyll was donated by Scottish Natural Heritage and three groups of
breeders were established – pure Cumbrian, pure Argyll and Argyll-Cumbrian
crosses. The pure Cumbrian stock failed, even under ideal controlled conditions,
confirming compromised genetics, the crosses had limited success, compared to
thevery successful Argyll breeders. The introductionof ScottishDNAstrengthened
the line and, after more breeding cycles, reintroductions were made from this
stock. Over four sites, 42,000 larvaewere released in2007. Theproject is on-going,
but is clearly successful. Importantly, lessons have been learned.
(1) Captive breeding produces lots of butterflies, because survival is optimal. In the
wild, only 1% of eggs produce adults, so release of larvae must be done in large
numbers.
(2) Habitat preparation must be optimal at introduction and must be maintained
over subsequent years.
(3) The process must be monitored in detail and records kept; you can never know
enough about what is going on.

Marsh Fritillary
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Large Heath
A similar approach has been adoptedwith the reintroduction of the Large Heath at
HeyshamMoss in Lancashire. Captive rearing started in 2013 at Chester Zoo. Full
details of theprogrammearenot in thepublic domain, but it is clear that staff at the
Zoohavegivenmanyhoursof timetorearing
theearly stagesof thebutterfly. It is unlikely
that theyhad recordsof successful breeding
for guidance, so valuable expertisehasbeen
developed. Before reintroduction,
extensive habitat restoration was carried
out by LancashireWildlife Trust. Hare’s Tail
Cottongrass (Eriophorum vaginatum) is
required as food for the larvae and Cross-
LeavedHeath (Erica tetralix) is an important
nectar source for adults. To help both
prosper, LWT carried out landmanagement
to ensure they were present in sufficient
quantities. Both plants were also
propagated by the Horticulture Team at
Chester Zoo to provide a food source for the captive breeding phase of the project.
It is nowbreeding spontaneously at HeyshamMoss, where habitatmonitoring and
further introductions will be maintained. We are exploring the possibilities for
further reintroductions of Large Heath at sites closer to home.

Chequered Skipper
For those lepidopteristswhowanttoseeall theUKspecies, the longest trip isusually
up to Argyll to see Chequered Skipper. It occurs nowhere else in the UK and it's a
hardpill to swallow if theweather intervenesand thebutterfly cannotbe found. On
the other hand, if you are successful, it's worth the trip - certainly the handsomest
skipper thatwe have. In the near future Chequered Skippermay not require a long
journey, because it is being reintroduced into Rockingham Forest in
Northamptonshire. This would mean returning the butterfly to a former English
stronghold from which it disappeared in 1976.

Intensive study of the Chequered Skipper in Argyll by BC's Tom Prescott and
colleagueshasestablished thehabitat conditions for successfulmaintenanceof the
butterfly. It likes dampwoodland edges, needing sheltered sunny sites, preferably
south-facing, since both the larva and the adult like a warm, humid microclimate.
In Argyll it lives in lowdensity colonies that formametapopulation. These colonies
are sufficiently close together to enable emigration and immigration between
them, hence the termmetapopulation. The larval food-plant in Scotland is purple
moor-grass (Molinea caerulea). In England the larvae mainly fed on wood false
brome (Brachypodium sylvaticum). Presumably thiswill be the food-plant thatwill
be encouraged to grow at the Rockingham reintroduction site. Unlike the more

Large Heath
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locally organised projects for Marsh Fritillary and Large Heath, this reintroduction
involves a collaboration between Butterfly Conservation and several NGOs and

forms part of the Back from the Brink
programme to save 20 UK species,
including insects, birds and mammals,
from extinction. It carries a lot of
funding and prestige; it will not be
allowed to fail. Developmental work
was completed last year and the
published plans forecast release of
some component of the butterfly's life
cycle this year. I have been unable to
discover whether that has happened,
but that secrecy is necessary. As is
noted below, there will be individuals

whowill seek to prey on these butterflies, sowe should keep everything quiet until
success is clear.

Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary
Sunday, 11 June, 2017 saw the successful completion of the first part of a
programme to reinstate Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary (SPBF) to Sussex. Neil
Hulme bossed the project; Mike Mullis, Theresa Lux and Gary Norman did the
captive breeding andmore than 400 SPBF have been released, as either final instar
larvae or adults, into carefully prepared habitat networks at both the Butterfly
Conservation reserves in Sussex (Park Corner Heath and Rowland Wood) and
Abbot's Wood (Forestry Commission). These reintroductions form part of a
strategic, landscape-scale project targeting sites where sustainable management
plans are in place.

The project was supported by Natural England and the Forestry Commission and
the main sponsor was the Heritage Lottery Fund. Local members and, especially,
butterfly photographers have shown good restraint in allowing the new colonisers
to settle in without harassment. The next couple of years will determine how
successful the venture has been. This is an important project because several BC
branches and groups of lepidopterists will consider reintroduction of this species,
given a chance of success.

As stated above, the concept of reintroduction is gathering pace. Local projects to
benefit WoodWhite and Duke of Burgundy have started in the past few years. As
far as I am aware all of these have met their objectives and been successful, so let
us hope that success is maintained and that new projects benefit more of our
endangered species.

Chequered Skipper
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Most larvae of butterflies and moths go to considerable lengths to hide from
predators, either in plain view via camouflage or by concealment. The only
exceptions are those that advertise their toxicity, such as Tiger moth and Cinnabar
caterpillars,orperhapsmimicwarningcolorationandtry tobluff theirway through.
This evasion of predators is vital because the percentage of larvae that reach the
imago stage is very small and episodes of super-predation lead to dramatic falls in
populations, as we saw with Small Tortoiseshells a few years ago. Against this
background it is surprising how often we see a lone caterpillar apparently bent of
some journey and exposed to the elements and its enemies. As kids we captured
these and sometimes discovered that they were in the terminal stages of
infestation by a predatory wasp or fly. The other notable characteristic of these
captured wanderers was their refusal of food in captivity because, if not predated,
they were ready to pupate. In fact almost all caterpillars take a walk before
pupation. Since this makes them vulnerable, why do they do it?

The short answer is that it must be disadvantageous to pupate on their food plant
- you don’t go to sleep at the dinner table, especially if it’s going to be a very long
sleep. One possible argument is that the larval food-plant is usually host to many
other species, some of which are would-be predators. Also, larger predators,
especiallybirds,mightbeexpectedto lookthere first. Afterall,pupaeare immobile,
so theyneed tobe in as safe aplaceaspossible. Hence, there is a trade-off between
a few hours vulnerability after leaving the larval food-plant and several months of
relative safety in a dark nook somewhere else.

In bivoltine (two broods) species there are two district types of pupal stage -
diapauseandnon-diapause - assuming that the speciespasses thewinter asapupa.
The larvaeproduced in the firstbroodbegin todevelop intoadulthood immediately
after pupation (non-diapause). The larvae of the second brood enter diapause on
pupation, where diapause is a state of metabolic hibernation without further
structural development. Development then commences within the pupa in the
spring when warmer temperatures permit. It might be expected, therefore, that
the secondbrood larvaewould take longer to find their ideal pupation site, because
they have longer to spend in an immobile at-risk state, during a periodwhenmany
predators are hungry and searching more thoroughly for food than they might in
summer. This hypothesis was tested by a group from Sweden and Spain1. They
compared the larvalwanderlust for the twobroodsof Swallowtail butterfly (Papilio
machaon)under captive conditions,with the larvae fedonAngelica. In this species,
the pre-pupation wandering is initiated following a very obvious emptying of the
gut, so the time between that event and the beginning of pupationwasmeasured.
They provided an ideal place for pupation, based on foreknowledge of the species
preferences,within ‘walkingdistance’of the feeding site. Theyadjustedconditions

Why did the caterpillar cross the road?
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for one of two different photoperiods, timed
to produce either non-diapause pupae
(immediate direct development) or diapause
pupae (suspended development); the
temperature was held constant at 23oC. In a
second experiment, the larvae were kept
under natural ambient day-night conditions,
between mid-June and mid-July, the
wandering time measured and the diapause
or non-diapause state judged retrospectively
by noting whether the butterfly emerged
within weeks or passed the winter as a pupa.
In both experiments there was significant
difference, between the two states of
pupation, in the time taken for wandering
after gut emptying and onset of pupation.
The larvae destined for over-wintering
diapause took approximately twice as long to find a pupation site as those
developing immediately into adults. Thiswas true irrespective of the experimental
conditions in the two different experiments.

Several observations of Swallowtails and Scarce Swallowtails in the field show that
predation doubles in over-wintering pupae, compared to those generated in the
first brood; hence predation risk is the most likely reason for the differences
observed in this study. It is stimulating to witness a simple design, such as this,
produce clear and interesting findings. Research is all about asking the right
questions and then designing the right experiment; it doesn't always demand the
application of sophisticated technology.

Mean larval wandering time (minutes)
before pupation for directly developing
pupae (dark bars) and diapused pupae (pale
bars). The figures above the bars give the
numbers of larvae. CI = confidence limits.

1Wiklund, C., Stefanescu, C. and Friberg, M. Ecological Entomology (2017), DOI:
10.1111/een.12409

Paperless?

Wehavepromotedthereceiptof thenewsletterbye-mailhelptheBranchsave
money,offeringanall-colour formatasan inducement. BCHeadOfficearrange
our printing and they have contracted a new service, offering full colour
printingat reducedcost,whichhasbeen implementedfor this issue. Wewould
value any comments on this innovation. You can still go paperless if youwish.
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Out of Africa, and back....the Painted Lady

Each year the Painted Lady completes a multi-generational migration from North
Africa intoEurope, followedbya reverse southwardmovement tonorthwestAfrica
in theAutumn. This has been confirmedby field observations, by short-wave radar
andevenby stable isotopeanalysis. In our summer thebutterfly is absent fromNW
Africa and the Canary Islands. It begins to appear there in September to October,
where it produces up to three consecutive generations. Unusually for a butterfly,
itwilluseawidevarietyof larval food-plants,but inNWAfrica the larvaefeedmainly
on thistles (Carduaceae - hence the latin name for the butterfly, Vanessa cardui),
mallow, desert nettle and several local borages. These plants are also absent in the
high summer, but grow rapidly after the first autumn rains and remain during our
winter, drying up in the spring.

Much of this information has been elucidated by Constantí Stefanescu. You may
haveseenaBBCprogramme"TheGreatButterflyAdventure" inwhichhe appeared
with presenterMartha Kearney (Stefanescuwas theonewhoobviously knewwhat
hewas talking about). He and his colleagues have recently published a study of the
southward leg of thismigration. They counted butterflies on transects in southern
Morocco over three years (2014-16). Painted Ladies arrived at the end of
September, numbers peaked in October and arrival ended in early November.
Isotope analysis confirmed that these arrivals came from Europe. Statistical
analysis confirmed an association of arrival with growth of the larval host plants;
there was no correlation with the availability of nectar plants for the adults - they
were present in similar numbers before and after arrival of the butterflies. Less
significant correlations indicated a secondary importance of climatic factors. The
local summer temperatures of 40-42oC are probably lethal for the butterflies, so
arrival is probably delayed consequent on the Autumnal fall in peak temperatures,
though this effect is probably influential via the host plants too. After arrival the
localdistributionof theadultsdidappear tobe influencedbynectar sources,woody
fleabane being the major attractant flower. So the behavioural pattern was
energetic nectaring on arrival followed by mating. The abundance of larval food-
plants was supported in this area by agriculture, presumably via the irrigation
practices. Imagine! Local agriculture improving conditions for butterflies. Changes
inagestructureof theadultpopulationwerealsonoted.Thenumberof freshadults
slowly increased, indicating that butterflies did not return in a singlewave and that
the first offspring of the first returners were already emerging when some
butterflies were still arriving.

This paper presents the first coherent study 'on the ground' of the returnmigration
of Painted Ladies to northwest Africa.

Stefanescu et al. Ecological Entomology (2017), DOI: 10.1111/een.12442
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PhillipCullenhasbeenordered to carryout250hoursof community
service after illegally capturing and killing specimens of Large Blue.

Cullen was apprehended after catching and killing Large Blues at Collard Hill and
Daneway Banks. His suspicious behaviour was noted by Neil Hulme andwardens. This

event prompts some preparative thought for
all of us. It is not unusual to see people with a
butterfly net, though for endangered species
a licence is required to capture specimens.
The behaviour is normally innocent and
motivated by the desire to identify species
where discrimination is tricky, such as Pearl-
bordered and Small Pearl-bordered Fritill-
aries. However, folk with nets should be
watched and failure to rapidly release the
captured specimen would be suspicious.
What should be done? You should not accost
and accuse people - your own safety is more

important than a rare butterfly. If the suspect has a vehicle, do note down the
registration number. The government produces a leaflet giving appropriate action on
witnessing a wildlife crime (http://bit.ly/2v2zyem); the immediate advice is to call 999.
TheCheshire Police ask you to call 999 if the crime is in progress, but call 101 to report it after
the event.
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Those of us who have more of a future behind us
than in front of us will agree that our car
windscreens do not get as gunged up with dead
insects in the summer as they used to do. This book
takes its title from the other nostalgic recollection
of insect life - the clouds of moths that appeared in
the car headlights as we drove through the
countryside. Thewriting is beautiful. If you see it in
a bookshop, just read page 1; that got me hooked,
along with my interest in moths.
As a scientist I am suspicious ofwriterswho insist on
catapulting their personal perceptions into articles about science. Science writing
shouldbeobjectiveandfact-based,notclutteredupwithanecdotes. McCarthysets
out tomake us realise how our environment is falling apart, allowingwild things to
disappear through the cracks. A scientist would make that point using data:
relentlessly and incontravertably. In fact the scientific world has been doing that
accurately andhonestly forquitea fewyearsnow-andhardly anybody is takingany
bloody notice; certainly not the people who are responsible. I suppose that those
whoareprofiting fromanddependingupon the trashingof thenaturalworld never
will take any notice. But what we need is the awakening of the silent majority and
they aren't going to digest columns of data either. The beauty ofMcCarthy's book
is that it accepts that the data is there, tells you where it can be found if you want
it, but makes the points powerfully by incorporating the human touchstones and
landmarks that we recognise from our own experiences. This way his arguments
are not only incontrovertible, they also grab you by themind andmake you realise
just how much we are losing and just how dangerous that is.
Thebook takes abalancedapproach that is really clever. Hepresents thenecessary
information on the relentless degradation of the natural world. But where he
scores over other writers is that he illustrates the joy to be had by participating in
the natural world, not just as a passive observer, but as a learner with aspirations
to be a supporter and guardian. There is a huge pleasure in introducing a stranger
to some aspect of wildlife: taking a disinterested friend on a butterfly transect or
showing him or her the contents of your moth trap in the morning. That is
McCarthy'sapproachandhedoes it sowell that itwould takeahardheartandacold
soul not to be enthused.
He does inject his personal perceptions and his own experiences, but such is the

Book review (plus an Editorial rant)
The Moth Snowstorm
Michael McCarthy

Hodder & Stoughton General Division (paperback)
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richnessofhis thoughtsandtheclarityofhisperception, thathisapproachamplifies
any message that comes purely from the facts. The recollections from childhood
are central to this book and, as I have already hinted, those are the clearest
yardsticks formembers ofmy generation, whowere interested in birds, butterflies
and moths as kids. There must be places where the moth snowstorm can still be
seen, but it must be a rare phenomenon in our country.
Returning to the bug-splattered windscreens, the scientist in me points out that
cars are more aerodynamic these days; could that contribute? No. The data are
there. The records from Rothampstead in Hertfordshire track the decline. Studies
from the Krefeld Entomological Society sampled all flying insects in the Rhineland
andshowedadeclineof80%in thebiomassof flying insects from1989to2013,with
a similar drop using 2014 as a comparator. It wasn't a fluke. And that started with
1989. What was the baseline in 1960 when I was a junior moth enthusiast? Also,
this total biomass data does not tell the whole story. Analysis of the species
components reveals a big increase in aphids. There are two spin-offs from that.
First, itmeans that the decline in someother species is proportionately bigger than
thewhole. Second, the aphid numbers probablywent up because of the decline in
their insect predators.
We need to take information from all useful sources. Even bird poo is revealing. A
group in Canada have studyied disused chimneys, in which insectivorous Chimney
Swifts have been building their nests for many generations. These birds have left
strata of droppings, so that the layers can inform about their food going back
decades in somechimneys. WhenDDTwas introduced in the1940s, theproportion
of beetle remains dropped off, suggesting that the swiftswere switching to smaller
insects, getting less nutrition per catch. When DDT was banned in the 1970s, the
beetle remains increased again. We will have to wait a while to determine the
effects of neonicotinoids on the components of the droppings, but whatever the
findings, theywon't beadmissible in court and thepoliticianswill notbe impressed.
It's all very disheartening. TheEUhasmanaged to impose somepractical questions
aboutneonicotinoidsand the temporarymoratoriumontheirusehasbrought solid
evidence that they harm bees. But we don't have a mechanism. They are not
directly toxic to most insects; instead they have subtle pharmacological effects on
behaviourand insomespecies this includesan inhibitionofbehaviournecessary for
procreation. The fact that they are successful in protecting crops from insects is a
warning sign in itself. They arewater-soluble, so they enter all parts of the affected
plant, including nectar and pollen. And theywill bewashed off the dressed seed to
find their way into the hedgerows. So dowe really want Farmer Giles to plant little
reserves of wildflowers for insects right next to his oilseed rape crop that has been
dressed with neonicotinoids? There are those who have argued that he should do
exactly that to get more subsidies.
Rant finished. Read McCarthy's book. It's a pleasure and he ends up being much
more positive than I can be.
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Past their sell-by date?
End of season butterflies are a sad remembrance of summer's passing and a
reminder thatwinter is just round the corner. Torn bybrambles, descaled by twigs,
attackedbybirds, theirbeauty shavedandshredded, theypresenta sorry sight. But
they don't know it, do they? They battle on, sometimes with hardly enough wing
area to make it to the next flower. There's something to be said for not having a
mirror to look in.

"The last Green
Hairstreak on Teggs
Nose"

Photo and caption by
Julia Harding

If you're going to Norfolk to
photograph Swallowtails, don't
leave it too late.

Three-quarters of a White
Admiral



Your lasting legacy
Have you ever considered leaving a gift to Butterfly
Conservation in yourwill?
An increasing number ofmembers and friends are choosing
to support Butterfly Conservation in this way. All gifts,
whether large or small, make a crucial and lasting difference
to the conservation of butterflies andmoths. Together they
account for over one third of our voluntary income,
contributing significantly to the success of our conservation
work.
So aswell as leaving gifts to loved ones in yourwill, please
consider leaving a gift to Butterfly Conservation; it will help
to ensure butterflies andmoths thrive in the years to come.

Formore information about leaving a gift to
Butterfly Conservation and sharing your love of
butterflies andmothswith future generations
please contact Helen Corrigan on 01273 453313 or
hcorrigan@butterfly-conservation.org
alternatively pleasewrite toHelen at Butterfly
Conservation,Manor Yard, East Lulworth,
Wareham, BH20 5QP.

Thank you for your support


